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BULK BIOMETRIC METADATA COLLECTION*

MARGARET HU**

Smart police body cameras and smart glasses worn by law enforcement increasingly reflect state-of-the-art surveillance technology, such as the integration of live-streaming video with facial recognition and artificial intelligence tools, including automated analytics. This Article explores how these emerging cybersurveillance technologies risk the potential for bulk biometric metadata collection. Such collection is likely to fall outside the scope of the types of bulk metadata collection protections regulated by the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015. The USA FREEDOM Act was intended to bring the practice of bulk telephony metadata collection conducted by the National Security Agency (“NSA”) under tighter regulation. In the wake of the disclosures by Edward Snowden in June 2013, members of Congress called for statutory reform to eliminate or significantly curtail indiscriminate metadata surveillance of United States citizens. The Snowden revelations illuminated that the bulk telephony metadata collection program had been legally justified under Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act. This Article contends that the USA FREEDOM Act, which amended Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act, does not restrict other types of non-telephony bulk metadata collection. This Article concludes that, rather than more tightly regulating metadata surveillance, the Act allows for metadata surveillance to proceed under differing justifications and in more delegated contexts. The potential of ubiquitous and continuous data collection and analysis that may stem from smart body cameras or smart glasses worn by law enforcement offers an important case study on why
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the USA FREEDOM Act is unable to regulate bulk biometric metadata collection.

INTRODUCTION

In the contemporary market, police body cameras are generally understood to be first-generation technologies that execute one-dimensional surveillance capacities.1 For example, most police body cameras available on the market are currently designed to store the audio-video recording of images captured in average definition through manual operation, subject to data storage limitations.2 Yet, a

---


next generation of smart police body cameras increasingly attempt to integrate live-streaming video with facial recognition and other artificial intelligence tools, such as automated analytics and database screening capacities. Similarly, smart glasses, if and when they are worn by law enforcement on a broad scale, will have the potential to facilitate a wide range of data sensor and analytic capacities.

Consequently, the emerging cybersurveillance capacities of smart police body cameras and smart glasses are not fully appreciated. This Article explores how these technologies facilitate biometric cybersurveillance through the capture and storage of biometric data such as facial images. According to one study, digital images of 117


5. For other important scholarship on surveillance, see, for example, Julie Cohen, What Privacy is For, 126 HARV. L. REV. 1904, 1931 (2013) (asserting that “[p]rotection against government surveillance is necessary if we are to avoid an Orwellian surveillance society”); Ashley S. Deeks, Intelligence Agencies and International Law, 102 VA. L. REV. 599, 617 (2016) (“Other [governmental] activities stimulate far more concern, however, particularly when those activities directly implicate the life, liberty, and privacy of individuals not associated with governments. The recent [Snowden] leaks have illustrated—in ways that startled the general public—the prevalence today of that latter type of activity.”); Rachel Levinson-Waldman, Hiding in Plain Sight: A Fourth Amendment Framework for Analyzing Government Surveillance in Public, 66 EMORY L.J. 527, 528 (2017) (“Where law enforcement is involved, these powerful new technologies also raise questions about how their use can be harmonized with the U.S. Constitution.”); Neil Richards, The Dangers of Surveillance, 126 HARV. L. REV. 1934, 1934 (2013) (“Although we have laws that protect us against government surveillance, secret government programs cannot be challenged until they are discovered. And even when they are, our law of surveillance provides only minimal protections.”).

6. See, e.g., Margaret Hu, Biometric ID Cybersurveillance 88 IND. L.J. 1475, 1477 n.3; see also id. at 1480 n.15 (defining cybersurveillance as “the process by which some form of human activity is analyzed by a computer according to some specified rule. . . . [T]he critical feature in each [case of surveillance] is that a computer is sorting data for some follow-up review by some human.” (quoting LAWRENCE LESSIG, CODE VERSION 2.0, at 209 (2006)).

7. The Current and Future Applications of Biometric Technologies: Joint Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Research & Subcomm. on Tech. Comm. On Sci., Space and Tech., 113th Cong. 16 (2013) [hereinafter Romine Testimony] (statement of Charles H. Romine, Director, Information Technology Laboratory, National Institute of Standards and Technology) (“Biometric technologies can provide a means for uniquely recognizing humans based upon one or more physical or behavioral characteristics and can be used to
million individuals, criminals and non-criminals, are already stored in
a searchable federal, state, or local database.\(^8\) What may be less
understood, however, is how biometric data collection also includes
“associated metadata [collection]—information about the biometric
characteristics or how [the biometric data] was collected.”\(^9\)
This Article, therefore, focuses on one risk associated with these emerging
surveillance technologies: the potential for bulk biometric metadata
collection, a practice which is likely to fall outside of the scope of the
types of bulk metadata collection protections regulated by the USA
FREEDOM Act.\(^10\)

Metadata is data about data, which includes for example the time
of a telephone call or the email addresses of a recipient and sender.\(^11\)

The USA FREEDOM Act of 2015 was intended to bring the practice
of bulk telephony metadata collection conducted by the NSA under
tighter regulation.\(^12\) In the wake of the disclosures by Edward

---

Unregulated Police Face Recognition in America, GEO. L. CTR. ON PRIVACY & TECH.
(Oct. 18, 2016), https://www.law.georgetown.edu/news/press-releases/half-of-all-american-
ZWOY].

9. New NIST Biometric Data Standard Adds DNA, Footmarks and Enhanced
[https://perma.cc/BW77-8YSW].

U.S.C. 1801 (2016)).

11. See, e.g., OFFICE OF THE PRIVACY COMM’R OF CAN., METADATA AND PRIVACY:
A TECHNICAL AND LEGAL OVERVIEW 1 (2014), https://www.priv.gc.ca/media/1786/md
_201410_e.pdf [https://perma.cc/HXA7-ES6V] ("Simply put, metadata is data that
provides information about other data. It is information that is generated as you use
technology.").

12. In an early version of the USA FREEDOM Act, the language of the statute
stated the following purpose: “To rein in the dragnet collection of data by the National
Security Agency (NSA) and other government agencies, increase transparency of the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC), provide businesses the ability to release
information regarding FISA requests, and create an independent constitutional advocate
to argue cases before the FISC.” See Alex Byers, Surveillance Reform Bill Outlined,
/surveillance-reform-bill-outlined-174157 [https://perma.cc/4YDR-VKXS] (quoting USA
FREEDOM Act, H.R. 3361, 113th Cong. (2013); S. 1599, 113th Cong. (2013)). The
original acronym for the USA FREEDOM Act was Uniting and Strengthening America
by Fulfilling Rights and Ending Eavesdropping, Dragnet-collection and Online
Monitoring Act. Dan Roberts, The USA FREEDOM Act: A Look at the Key Points of the
/oct/10/the-usa-freedom-act-a-look-at-the-key-points-of-the-draft-bill [https://perma.cc/
/8CN6-ZSSL] (“The bill has a somewhat cumbersome title: [T]he Uniting and
Strengthening America by Fulfilling Rights and Ending Eavesdropping, Dragnet-
Snowden in June 2013,members of Congress immediately called for statutory reform to eliminate or significantly curtail indiscriminate telephony metadata surveillance of U.S. citizens. Congressman James Sensenbrenner (R-Wisc.), former Chair of the House Judiciary Committee and a sponsor of the Act, explained that the Snowden disclosures had revealed an intelligence community program that had, in his opinion, clearly exceeded the boundaries of the intent of the underlying law that had been used by the NSA to justify it: the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001. According to Congressman Sensenbrenner—one of the original architects of the USA PATRIOT Act—the practice of mass, suspicionless collection of the metadata of every phone call by millions of Verizon subscribers daily for a period of several years was not within the type of intelligence activity that had been authorized, or even anticipated, by the USA
PATRIOT Act. The USA FREEDOM Act was intended to address what Congress perceived as a significant loophole in the USA PATRIOT Act that had allowed for bulk metadata collection.

With the election of President Donald J. Trump, commentators have placed greater attention on how the Trump administration will access and utilize tools of mass surveillance to achieve national security objectives. Administration officials have called for the return of bulk metadata collection. Understanding the limitations of the USA FREEDOM Act can illuminate why bulk metadata surveillance may likely be expanded.

17. Id. (“What Congress intended and what I intended is that the target had to be a foreign national and not a U.S. person. He would be targeted, and then they would find out who that person was calling, both in the United States and elsewhere, rather than grabbing all of the phone information and working backwards to the target.” (quoting statement of Congressman Jim Sensenbrenner)); see also Glenn Greenwald, NSA Collecting Phone Records of Millions of Verizon Customers Daily, GUARDIAN (June 6, 2013, 6:05 AM), http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jun/06/usa-phone-records-verizon-court-order [https://perma.cc/F7S2-LMD5].

18. See Patriot Act Architect Criticizes NSA’s Data Collection, supra note 16.


Congress should pass a law re-establishing collection of all metadata, and combining it with publicly available financial and lifestyle information into a comprehensive, searchable database. Legal and bureaucratic impediments to surveillance should be removed. That includes Presidential Policy Directive-28, which bestows privacy rights on foreigners and imposes burdensome requirements to justify data collection.
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The USA FREEDOM Act, although a legislative achievement that embodies a tremendous cooperative bipartisan political effort, cannot be understood as a statute that regulates bulk metadata collection generally. Specifically, the USA FREEDOM Act is an achievement in that it forced Congress to meaningfully confront the role of proper legislative oversight in regulating the metadata surveillance activities of the NSA at the dawn of the big data revolution.


22. See, e.g., Presidential Statement on Congressional Passage of the USA FREEDOM Act, 2015 DAILY COMP. PRES. DOC. 412 (June 2, 2015) (“I particularly applaud Senators Leahy and Lee as well as Representatives Goodlatte, Sensenbrenner, Conyers, and Nadler for their leadership and tireless efforts to pass this important bipartisan legislative achievement.”); Steinhauer & Weisman, supra note 21 (“The battle over the legislation, the USA [FREEDOM] Act, made for unusual alliances. Mr. Boehner joined forces with Mr. Obama, the bipartisan leadership of the House Judiciary Committee, and a bipartisan coalition of senators against Mr. McConnell and his Intelligence Committee chairman, Senator Richard Burr, Republican of North Carolina.”).


regulating metadata surveillance, the USA FREEDOM Act allows for metadata surveillance to proceed under differing justifications and through more delegated contexts.\(^{25}\) As will be discussed below, bulk biometric metadata collection, for instance, can occur through corporate surveillance products contracted or acquired by homeland security and law enforcement organizations. The federal government could delegate collection to state and local law enforcement through cooperative data sharing, for example, of live-streaming video and other data collected by smart police body cameras or smart glasses.

This Article proceeds in three parts. Part I sets forth how police body cameras will likely create a vehicle for mass biometric collection generally and bulk biometric metadata collection specifically. This Part, by way of comparison, describes data garnered from the bulk telephony surveillance of telecommunications and the bulk biometric data facial imagery recognition. Part I then argues that the mass amount of data derived from body-camera surveillance initiatives has the potential to facilitate database compilation and interagency sharing at the federal level. It explains how this data collection and sharing will not be subject to effective oversight due to a lack of meaningful legal restrictions or administrative walls barring data sharing within the intelligence community or between federal and state or local law enforcement entities. Part I discusses the nature of cooperative data sharing between and among the U.S. Department of

\(^{25}\) See infra Parts I.C, II.B.
Homeland Security ("DHS") and between state, local, and federal law enforcement. Part I then contends that DHS—which does not share the same statutory data collection restraints as the FBI or NSA, for instance—may, in a matter of time, commandeer the real-time data flow from state and local law enforcement body-camera feeds and other live video feeds like from smart glasses if and when worn by law enforcement or other video feeds. This metadata, once collected, can be aggregated into databases that are open to interagency queries and information sharing amongst the entire intelligence community in such a manner that effectively renders moot much of the "post-Snowdengate" legislative efforts meant to restrain such activity.

Part II provides a short overview of the NSA’s metadata surveillance program as it was revealed by the Snowden disclosures. This Part includes a brief discussion on how the metadata surveillance program was justified by the NSA under Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act and then subsequently challenged in U.S. federal courts following the Snowden disclosures. Part II sets forth an overview of the USA FREEDOM Act as a vehicle for resolving some of the disputes surrounding the legality and constitutionality of the NSA’s metadata surveillance activities. It further summarizes why the USA FREEDOM Act is unlikely to bring metadata surveillance under proper oversight. These deficiencies include, for instance, the way in which the USA FREEDOM Act continues to allow for bulk metadata surveillance activities; the problem of "incidental" collection of the metadata of U.S. citizens during the course of foreign intelligence gathering; and the delegable nature of warrantless metadata surveillance that may allow for other intelligence agencies beyond the NSA to pursue bulk metadata collection of U.S. citizens under other authorities and contexts, such as the collection of data preserved by body cameras.

Part III asserts that the post-USA FREEDOM Act era awaits clarification from the Supreme Court on the contours of the protections that will be offered by the Fourth Amendment in the digital age. This Article concludes that any attempt to constrain bulk metadata surveillance will necessarily include an assessment of the efficacy of this surveillance method, as well as an evolution of the Fourth Amendment jurisprudence. Legislative reform alone that

27. See, e.g., Gellman et al., *supra* note 13.
focuses its attention on reining in the NSA’s bulk telephony metadata collection program specifically and reining in the government’s bulk collection of domestic records generally does not end the risk of mass metadata surveillance. The USA FREEDOM Act alone, therefore, is inadequate for its larger purpose: to secure freedom from mass surveillance and protection from suspicionless bulk metadata surveillance.

This Article concludes that rather than more tightly regulating bulk metadata collection, the Act allows for metadata surveillance to proceed under differing justifications and in more delegated contexts. The potential of ubiquitous body cameras presents a case study on why the USA FREEDOM Act is unable to effectively regulate bulk biometric metadata collection and other types of bulk metadata practices.

I. BODY CAMERAS AND BIOMETRIC DATA COLLECTION

Currently, body-worn cameras carried by state and local law enforcement are not ubiquitous nor are they multidimensional cybersurveillance systems. Emerging multidimensional systems embrace “situational awareness” technologies that attempt to integrate multiple sensors such as video surveillance and other image sensors with web scraping of social media platforms. Situational awareness technologies, for example, may aim to aggregate these surveillance methods with database screening and digital-watchlisting systems, such as DHS databases and the “No-Fly List,” to assess risk. Once pervasive, smart body cameras and smart glasses will


29. The integration of facial recognition technology with social media platforms and government databases yields significantly advanced surveillance capabilities in identifying and tracking individuals. Alessandro Acquisti, an associate professor of information technology and public policy at the Heinz College and a Carnegie Mellon CyLab researcher, for instance, conducted a series of experiments regarding social media sites and facial recognition. See More than Facial Recognition, CARNEGIE MELLON U., https://www.cmu.edu/homepage/society/2011/summer/facial-recognition.shtml [https://perma.cc/A9UH-YT97]. First, his team “identified individuals on a popular online dating site where members protect their privacy through pseudonyms.” Id. Second, “they identified students walking on campus—based on their profile photos on Facebook.” Third, they “predicted personal interests and, in some cases, even the Social Security numbers of the students, beginning only with a photo of their faces.” Id.

30. See, e.g., DHS Monitoring of Social Networking and Media: Enhancing Intelligence Gathering and Ensuring Privacy: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Counterterrorism and Intelligence of the Comm. Of Homeland Sec., 112th Cong. 12–16 (joint statement of Mary Ellen Callahan, Chief Privacy Officer, Department of Homeland Security and Richard
likely work to collect biometric data and biometric metadata. Biometric identification technologies—scanned fingerprints and irises, digitalized photos for facial recognition technology, and DNA, for example—increasingly inform law enforcement actions and support risk assessment tools. Once biometric identifiers are aggregated in databases, they can form the data backbone to support multidimensional cybersurveillance systems.

Body cameras, as a first-generation technology, are currently one-dimensional in their surveillance capacities (e.g., only collect video footage and audio). As the technologies associated with body cameras evolve, they are likely to be used to tether biometric identity to multidimensional cybersurveillance (e.g., algorithmic-driven biographical screening and behavioral analysis). Body cameras may also one day be deployed to assess future risk and to isolate other data deemed suspicious.

A. What is Bulk Biometric Metadata Collection?

To explain why the USA FREEDOM Act is unlikely to accomplish its purported original objective of securing freedom from unwarranted and suspicionless mass surveillance, bulk metadata


35. See Andrea Peterson, Why 76 Lawmakers Just Voted Against Their Own Bill to Reform the NSA, WASH. POST (May 22, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-
surveillance itself must be better understood. It is important to understand what metadata is, for instance, and why the intelligence community refers to metadata intelligence gathering and its accompanying search and analytic protocols as a “bulk metadata collection” and a “data query” program rather than a “surveillance” program.36

Metadata surveillance does not include the conversation of the call or the written text of the email.37 Although digitalized surveillance methods are not new, automated and semi-automated bulk metadata surveillance methods are.38 According to the NSA and

36. See Ewen MacAskill, The NSA’s Bulk Metadata Collection Authority Just Expired. What Now?, GUARDIAN (Nov. 28, 2015, 8:00 AM), http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/nov/28/nsa-bulk-metadata-collection-expires-usa-freedom-act [https://perma.cc/CC9P-T85G] (“The intelligence agencies hate the description ‘mass surveillance’ and insist what they are doing is bulk collection of data. They argue that although they gathered all this material, they only looked at a small part of it and, crucially, did not look at content.”). See generally JENNIFER STISA GRANICK, AMERICAN SPIES: MODERN SURVEILLANCE, WHAT IT IS, & WHY YOU SHOULD CARE (2017) (describing the history of modern surveillance and the policy debate surrounding modern surveillance issues).

37. See, e.g., Barton Gellman & Ashkan Soltani, NSA Surveillance Program Reaches ‘Into the Past’ to Retrieve, Replay Phone Calls, WASH. POST (Mar. 18, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/nsa-surveillance-program-reaches-into-the-past-to-retrieve-replay-phone-calls/2014/03/18/226d2646-ade9-11e3-a49e-76ade9210f19_story.html [https://perma.cc/YLP9-96MC] (“Most of the programs have involved the bulk collection of metadata—which does not include call content—or text, such as e-mail address books.”).

38. Several scholars have noted how transformative technological shifts have also transformed methods of governance and surveillance as a tool of governance. See, e.g., Jack M. Balkin, Old-School/New-School Speech Regulation, 127 HARV. L. REV. 2296, 2297 (2014) (“The digital era is different. Governments can target for control or surveillance many different aspects of the digital infrastructure that people use to communicate: telecommunications and broadband companies, web-hosting services, domain name registrars, search engines, social media platforms, payment systems, and advertisers.”). See generally Jack M. Balkin, The Constitution in the National Surveillance State, 93 MINN. L. REV. 1 (2008) (discussing the permanency and future of the national surveillance state); Jack M. Balkin & Sanford Levinson, The Rehnquist Court and Beyond: Revolution, Counter-Revolution, or Mere Chastening of Constitutional Aspirations? The Processes of Constitutional Change: From Partisan Entrenchment to the National Surveillance State, 75 FORDHAM L. REV. 489 (2006) (describing the emerging regime of institutions and practices that make up the national surveillance state as the major constitutional
proponents of the bulk telephony metadata program, metadata collection is simply that: the collection or storage of pieces of metadata, data about data (e.g., time of a call).\textsuperscript{39} Once databases are assembled (e.g., the time of the calls of Verizon subscribers on a specific date), NSA intelligence analyst is able to seek information by “querying” the database.\textsuperscript{40}

From the Snowden disclosures, it appears the process of what we might call bulk biometric metadata collection may have already begun. Several NSA documents revealed that the NSA is compiling facial images extricated from intercepted communications via its global surveillance programs to be implemented in cutting-edge facial recognition initiatives.\textsuperscript{41} The agency’s utilization of facial recognition systems has expanded steadily—intercepting “millions of images per day” that include approximately 55,000 “facial recognition quality images.”\textsuperscript{42} The facial images represent “tremendous untapped potential,” as the NSA explained in a 2011 document.\textsuperscript{43} Therefore, this could be fairly characterized as a “bulk biometric collection” program. In other words, this disclosure appeared to reveal that the biometric data collection appears to be “bulk” (indiscriminate and suspicionless) and to share important similarities with the NSA’s bulk telephony metadata collection program.

---


\textsuperscript{40} See, e.g., ACLU v. Clapper, 785 F.3d 787, 797 (2d Cir. 2015).


\textsuperscript{42} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{43} \textit{Id.}
To understand the similarities between what this Article refers to as NSA’s bulk biometric collection program and NSA’s bulk telephony metadata program, the rudimentary principles of facial recognition technology must be established. Facial recognition technology, like other biometric recognition technologies, necessitates a biometric template (e.g., face print from a digital photo). Facial recognition technology is not dependent upon the actual digital photo, but rather, utilizes a method of transforming a face into a “vector of numbers which represent the facial image’s characteristics including measurements [of facial features], color, lighting, 2D/3D [that facilitates] a Face Biometric Algorithm.” The process of algorithmically cross-referencing two facial images to determine a “match” is “not a match between two [biometric] templates, only a degree of statistical closeness.” Put differently, “algorithms are developed to ‘match’ the probability that the initial biometric data can be accurately compared to the currently presented biometric data or to make a determination that the data does not ‘match.’”

Because facial recognition entails an algorithmically-driven process, the NSA would not be focused on the content of the digital image itself. Rather, from this disclosure, it appears that the NSA is concerned about the data about the data (e.g., metadata and other data that can be gleaned from the facial image and digital photo or video image). Securing and examining the content of the photo does not appear to be the primary objective of the intelligence organization. Instead, from the disclosures and the NSA’s response to this disclosure, it appears the NSA is primarily interested in data analytics and metadata analysis that can be informed by bulk biometric collection, i.e., the facial coordinates or numerical information that can be pulled from the digital image intercepted

44. Hu, supra note 6, at 1534–35, 1534 n.349.
46. Id.
47. Hu, supra note 6, at 1535.
48. See id. (reporting that the Snowden documents stated “[i]t’s not just traditional communications [the NSA is] after: It’s . . . biographic and biometric information.”); see also Joseph D. Moran, NSA Metadata Collection and the Fourth Amendment, 29 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 985, 999 (2014) (noting that following the disclosures, both then-President Obama and then-Director of National Intelligence James Clapper emphasized the focus on metadata).
from the internet and social media, YouTube, Skype, etc. In NSA documents from this disclosure, it is revealed that facial recognition technologies are integrated with a wide range of databases in order to build “comprehensive portraits of intelligence targets.”

Therefore, the Snowden disclosures surrounding bulk biometric collection may be viewed as programmatically parallel to the Snowden disclosures surrounding bulk telephony metadata collection. The bulk telephony metadata collection program revealed by the Snowden disclosures was not concerned with the content or the conversation of the call. This type of telephony metadata collection now falls within the regulation of the USA FREEDOM Act. Biometric metadata, specifically, could include photo and video metadata (e.g., time and place of image) and other biometric metadata (e.g., metadata from biometric templates and biometric information records). Experts explain that a biometric template (e.g., face print, scanned fingerprint or iris), when combined with a name and biometric metadata, constitutes an “identifier” or a method to positively identify an individual or link an individual’s identity to her biometric and biographic data.

Bulk biometric collection and bulk biometric metadata collection operate similarly to the bulk telephony metadata program. Bulk biometric metadata collection programs are not necessarily concerned with the content or the substantive information revealed by the digital image. The Snowden disclosures revealed that the intelligence community was concerned with the analysis that could be associated with the metadata of telecommunications data. Similarly, the data and metadata aspects of the bulk biometric program appear to reveal that the intelligence community is concerned with the analysis that can be derived from facial recognition technology. The bulk biometric and bulk biometric metadata collection programs are poised to increase exponentially with the normalization of body cameras, does not fall within the regulation of the USA FREEDOM Act.

49. See Risen & Poitras, supra note 41 (discussing the NSA’s use of metadata pulled from images stored on the internet).
50. Id.
52. Valliant, supra note 45.
53. See e.g., Risen & Poitras, supra note 41.
54. After this disclosure, the NSA spokesperson explained that the collection of facial imagery was not justified under Section 215. Id. (“The N.S.A. does not collect facial imagery through its bulk metadata collection programs, including that involving
B. What is Bulk Biometric Metadata Used For?

To understand bulk biometric data, it is first important to understand more about biometrics. “Biometrics is generally understood to be “[t]he science of automatic identification or identity verification of individuals using [unique] physiological or behavioral characteristics.”55 To begin, biometric-based identification or identity verification systems can collect and analyze “hard biometrics,” which is also known as “primary biometrics.”56 “Hard,” or “primary,” biometrics involve the traditional biometric identifiers that identity verification technologies use. These hard or primary biometrics can include “hand or finger images, facial characteristics, and iris recognition”57 Government and industry alike use these biometric data systems to reach “secure identification and personal verification solutions.”58

However, biometric-based identification, or identity verification, systems also can collect and analyze “soft biometrics.”59 Hard and soft biometrics can be distinguished based on how reliable the biometric identifier is perceived to be in automated identification matching technologies. Soft biometrics have been defined as “anatomical or behavioral characteristic[s] that provide[] some information about the identity of a person, but does not provide sufficient evidence to precisely determine the identity.”60 “Soft,” or “secondary,” biometric identification systems can employ digital analysis or automated determination of characteristics such as age, height, weight, race or ethnicity, skin and hair color, scars, birthmarks, and tattoos.61 Behavioral characteristics also can be part of the identity verification and analysis. Behavioral biometric identifiers are explained as

--

56. See id. at 590 (discussing “Biometric Technologies”).
57. See id. at 2.
58. Id. at 57–59. Vacca does not provide a definitive definition of hard or primary biometric data. Nonetheless, he does offer background regarding biometric technology and verification system standards. Other scholars have explained that soft, or secondary, biometric characteristics have an experimental nature that can augment hard or primary biometric characteristics. See e.g., Koichiro Niinuma, Unsang Park & Anil K. Jain, Soft Biometric Traits for Continuous User Authentication, 5 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFO. FORENSICS & SECURITY 771, 771–772 (2010).
59. See, e.g., Niinuma et al, supra note 58 at 772 (defining the characteristics of both “soft” and “hard” biometrics).
61. Id.
“characteristics that are learned or acquired.” Examples of these identifiers are gait analysis—including the manner and pattern of walking—and voice identification.

After the collection of the biometric data, the data must be compiled in a database. This makes it possible to implement identity screening. When the government is the one to use these biometric identification technologies, it encourages surveillance, because biometric cybersurveillance not only identifies people, but also makes assessments based on identity. Biometric cybersurveillance thus constitutes an expansive inquiry; it surpasses determining who a person is to scrutinize people’s intent, such as their criminal and terroristic dispositions. Furthermore, the identification might, but might not, involve traditional “surveillance” activities (e.g., domestic or foreign intelligence gathering). Consequently, progress in biometric identification and its widespread usages are transforming the nature of cybersurveillance.

Additionally, big data governance highlights how mass data collection and digitized assessments are being bureaucratized through practices that include data mining and database screening, digital watchlisting, algorithmic intelligence, and risk assessment and predictive analysis. Increasingly, biometric data is incorporated into these technologies, anchoring the effect of cybersurveillance-dependent government programs.

Presently, biometric data, when sourced specifically to be fed into verification and identification technologies, are generally regarded by the public and private spheres alike as benign. Big data surveillance technologies allow for aggregating facial images with other databases and may constitute the first building block of a global photo database.

From the government’s perspective, there is little distinction separating biometric credentialing as a reliable identification method from behavioral-biometric profiling as both initiatives share the same

---

62. VACCA, supra note 55, at 3.
63. See Margaret Hu, Biometric Surveillance and Big Data Governance, in CAMBRIDGE HANDBOOK ON SURVEILLANCE LAW 121 (David Gray & Stephen E. Henderson eds., 2017) (contending that “the biometric surveillance systems and precrime rationales fictionally portrayed in Steven Spielberg’s film Minority Report are now emerging as a governance reality”).
64. See id. (explaining how “[p]ublic and private decisionmaking protocols increasingly depend upon biometric identification technologies”).
65. See id. at 126 (identifying the conception that “[b]iometric data is supposedly scientifically objective and utilize a purportedly neutral analysis of computer driven algorithmic analysis”).
end goal: to advance security and pre-crime intervention via the combination of identification and risk analysis into one streamlined process. Biometric data gathered for one use, however, is repurposed for another—something that is unavoidable in a big data world because the biometric cybersurveillance platforms are increasingly programmed to support mass-data compilation and predictive policing. This is particularly concerning from a privacy perspective when it comes to facial imagery derived from law enforcement body camera data feeds.

How biometric data can assist in targeting decisions, for example, has also been revealed through the Snowden disclosures and other revelations. Through recent media disclosures, it was reported that the Army has awarded at least a half-dozen contracts to technology firms to fuse facial recognition technology with drone technology. Specifically, the contracts seek the development of algorithms that use two-dimensional images—like those that could be pulled from body camera feeds—to construct a 3D model of a face. The software is becoming so advanced that other biometric data can be substituted for facial imagery, as Tim Faltemier, the lead biometrics researcher at Progeny Systems Corporation, explains:

[I]f the system can’t get a good enough look at a target’s face, Progeny has other ways of IDing its prey . . . digital stereotyping using a series of so-called ‘soft biometrics’—everything from age to gender to “ethnicity” to “skin color” to height and weight—the system can keep track of targets “at ranges that are impossible to do with facial recognition.”

The biometric data technology is not limited to surveillance in the small data sense—for example, watching an adversary. Through the pre-crime identification ambitions of big data, the defense contracts also reveal that the government aims to identify potentially hostile behaviors and uncover clandestine threats using a tool referred to as Adversary Behavior Acquisition, Collection,
Understanding, and Summarization (“ABACUS”). The technology would aggregate biometric data garnered from intercepted phone calls, social media and, potentially, body-camera footage and feed this information into a “human behavior modeling and simulation engine” that would generate “intent-based threat assessments of individuals and groups.” Put simply, ABACUS could potentially make a prediction as to which individuals are the most likely to commit acts of terrorism.

The qualitative distinction between this type of biometric data and the type of data derived from bulk telephony metadata collection as disclosed by Snowden is what makes technologies such as predictive policing so concerning from a privacy perspective. Whereas bulk telephony metadata collection programs return markers such as date, time, and location, facial recognition software platforms use images to identify certain points of an individual’s facial symmetry and then discard the physical picture—retaining only the unique, identifying “map” of facial coordinates to be aggregated into a database.

When migrated from foreign intelligence use or military use to domestic law enforcement uses, the current legislative and constitutional framework for regulating such technology appears to be absent. Thus, the government may perceive that it is free to implement this technology in a legal vacuum. Similar to the lack of legal restraint on bulk telephony metadata collection prior to the Snowden disclosures, there is currently a lack of legal restraint on the scope and potential applications of bulk biometric data collection initiatives.

70. Id.
71. Id.
72. Id.
73. See, e.g., Margaret Hu, Biometric Cyberintelligence and the Posse Comitatus Act, 66 EMORY L.J. 697, 711–12 (2017).
C. Cooperative Biometric Data Sharing Between Privatized and State Law Enforcement and the Federal Government

Once biometric data (e.g., digital photo, scanned fingerprint, iris scan, or DNA) and biometric metadata (e.g., data associated with the biometric template) is collected and stored in bulk, bulk biometric metadata surveillance can be shared across entities—data can be shared between state and local law enforcement and the federal government; between the government and private contractors; and between civilian agencies and the intelligence and military communities.75 For example, after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”), the DHS, and other federal agencies encouraged cooperative data sharing as an effective counterterrorism tool.76 Through programs such as Secure Communities, coordinated by DHS, state and local law enforcement organizations are required to share biometric data—digitally scanned fingerprints—with DHS.77 Specifically, the biometric data is screened through DHS and FBI databases to determine if an arrestee is an undocumented immigrant and to facilitate digital watchlisting.78

Body cameras, once ubiquitous and multi-dimensional in their cybersurveillance capacities, can be used to facilitate cooperative data sharing between privatized law enforcement entities, state and local

75. See Claypoole & Stoll, supra note 74.
78. DHS explains that Secured Communities is justified by a combination of authorities. See Memorandum from Riah Ramlogan, Deputy Principal Legal Advisor, to Beth N. Gibson, Assistant Deputy Dir., U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Sec., U.S. Immigration & Customs Enforcement 1 (Oct. 2, 2010), http://uncoverthetruth.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Mandatory-in-2013-Memo.pdf [https://perma.cc/P4DU-B5A6]. DHS relied upon the following: (1) 28 U.S.C. § 534(a)(1) (2012) and 28 U.S.C. § 534(a)(4) together provide the FBI with authority to share fingerprint data with ICE/DHS; (2) 8 U.S.C. § 1722 mandates the development of a data sharing system that “enable(s) intelligence and law enforcement agencies to determine the inadmissibility or deportability of an [undocumented immigrant]”; and (3) 42 U.S.C. § 14616 ratifies information or database sharing between federal and state agencies. Id. at 4–6.
law enforcement, and the federal government. Secure Communities provides a concrete example of how the data collected by state and local law enforcement through body cameras may one day be placed into the service of federal database screening and digital watchlisting systems. Additionally, the bulk biometric collection program revealed by the Snowden disclosures indicated that in one NSA PowerPoint slide, a facial image of “an unidentified man” included “more than two dozen data points” that included “whether he was on the Transportation Security Administration no-fly list, his passport and visa status, known associates or suspected terrorist ties, and comments made about him by informants.”

Reporting on surveillance practices has helped to reveal domestic law enforcement’s ever-increasing ability to use biometric surveillance, thanks to multi-dimensional cybersurveillance tools. For example, media reports have revealed that state and local enforcement have partnered with corporations to experiment with biometric surveillance that relies upon live-feed video surveillance and real-time social media screening. In some instances the law enforcement agency solicits a corporate surveillance product and in other instances the corporation may solicit a collaboration with the state or local law enforcement organization. In one program, for example, a corporation tested a Smart Surveillance System and Intelligent Video Analytics software with cooperation with a city to conduct surveillance of a concert. The program assimilated and aggregated information on live video and social media activity through monitoring of crowds, pedestrians, and vehicles. The “situational awareness software” was defined as

79. Risen & Poitras, supra note 41.
81. In one media disclosure, for example, it was revealed that IBM and the city of Boston had collaborated on a situational awareness system since March of 2012, when IBM gave Boston a grant through its “Smarter Cities Challenge.” Chris Faraone, Kenneth Lipp & Jonathan Riley, Boston Trolling (Part 2), DIGBOSTON (Oct. 9, 2014), https://digboston.com/boston-trolling-part-2/#sthash.fdmnpZxN.dpbs [https://perma.cc/LH3C-FG6X].
83. Id.
software [that] analyzes video and provides alerts when something happens. For example, if someone walks into a secure area in view of one of the system’s cameras, the software would raise a red flag. More sophisticated systems can track people in real time as they move through crowds — such as following an unauthorized person in the area — without requiring dozens or even hundreds of human analysts to watch video feeds.84

In practice, the situational awareness tool integrated live social media tracking into already-installed city cameras to screen individuals for biometric tracking and “forensic identification purposes.”85 Notably, the surveillance had a “People Search” feature that could identify individuals by skin color, clothing texture, baldness, or whether or not they wear glasses.86 Although the program claimed that there was no use of the facial capture and facial recognition technology,87 the program possessed the capacity to conduct such tracking.88 These situational awareness programs show the significant increase in the real time technological capabilities of using biometric capture and recognition software. However, the programs remain highly experimental, with their efficacy and accuracy unknown.89

Consequently, these technologically evolving surveillance programs are not necessarily carried out by traditional law enforcement. Rather, state and local law enforcement are increasingly relying upon corporate and federal situational-awareness surveillance products. Multidimensional cybersurveillance tools are expanding in their purported capacities to assess risk. With evolving technologies, like body cameras, state and local officers could receive real-time alerts and information from corporate and federal surveillance products that may scrape social media, for instance, permitting the

85. Faraone et al., supra note 81.
86. Id.
87. Id. (noting that despite those claims, photographs from the IOC obtained and published by reporters appeared to show Boston Police Officers present during the IOC test during the event).
88. Ramos, supra note 84.
officers to respond to ongoing situations.90 Body-camera technology could one day allow law enforcement to sort through social media photos with facial recognition technology to compile biometric and biographic profiles of anyone who presents their face in public, for instance, in a crowd or in a vehicle.91

Data generated by ubiquitous body cameras could be captured and monetized by corporations as pre-crime intervention products. The dual purpose and symbiotic relationship of body-camera surveillance and corporate data surveillance might operate in the following manner: Law enforcement investigative and monitoring techniques could be converted into more accurate consumer monitoring, and the consumer monitoring and trend tracking could have the potential to be exploited for law enforcement investigation. Therefore, these growing capacities to conduct situational-awareness surveillance or multi-dimensional cybersurveillance show how law enforcement, homeland security, and intelligence and military communities could use body-camera data and corporate-delegated surveillance to engage in comprehensive monitoring and biometric-behavioral profiling.

II. BULK TELEPHONY METADATA COLLECTION

As the following discussion in Parts II and III illuminates, the statutory framework necessary to regulate data sharing, both within the intelligence community writ large and between federal and state and local law enforcement, is lacking. The degradation of federalism in the law enforcement context will likely exacerbate the legal challenges associated with the large-scale installation of police body cameras. As body-camera data becomes more available, the federal government, particularly DHS, may attempt to commandeer the real-

90. See Andy Cush, Social Media Surveillance Probably Played a Role in Sparking the Freddie Gray Riot, SPIN (Oct. 14, 2016), https://www.spin.com/2016/10/social-media-scrveillance-probably-played-a-role-in-sparking-the-freddie-gray-riot/ [https://perma.cc/MEF8-CAQG] (explaining how Geofeedia monitored protests and alerted Baltimore officers to high school students who “planned to walk out of class and use mass transit to head to the Mondawmin Mall protests,” allowing officers to intercept the students before they arrived at a protest).

time biometric data stream from local law enforcement. Once DHS and other federal agencies, including intelligence and military organizations, gain unfettered access to an exponentially larger amount of body-camera data, such data can then be compiled into databases to be aggregated, shared, and applied to a wide range of pre-crime surveillance uses.

The Snowden disclosures suggest that metadata collection and database queries of stored metadata are not characterized as surveillance activities by the NSA. The bulk telephony metadata program revealed by the Snowden disclosures did not include an analysis of “content”—i.e., an examination of the conversation or review of the substantive information shared in the phone call—because this distinction was legally significant to the intelligence community and the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (“FISC”) in distinguishing between a “collection” program and a “surveillance” program. The Snowden disclosures, importantly, revealed that by discounting the surveillance implications of bulk metadata collection and database queries, the intelligence community argued, and the FISC agreed, that Fourth Amendment protections were inapplicable to metadata surveillance.

Properly regulating bulk metadata collection by the NSA thus is complicated significantly by the fact that bulk metadata surveillance technically does not fall within the category of “content”

92. Because Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act allows for the collection of business records, it appears that the bulk telephony metadata program was characterized by the government as a business records collection program, not as a metadata surveillance program. Pub. L. No. 107-56, sec. 215, § 501, 115 Stat. 272, 287–88 (2001) (codified as amended at 50 U.S.C. § 1861 (2012)); see, e.g., Klayman v. Obama, 957 F. Supp. 2d 1, 14 (D.D.C. 2013) (“In broad overview, the Government has developed a ‘counterterrorism program’ under [Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act, codified in the U.S. Code at] Section 1861 in which it collect[s], compiles, retains, and analyzes certain telephone records, which it characterizes as ‘business records’ created by certain telecommunications companies (the ‘Bulk Telephony Metadata Program’). The records collected under this program consist of ‘metadata,’ such as information about what phone numbers were used to make and receive calls, when the calls took place, and how long the calls lasted.” (citations omitted)), rev’d on other grounds, 800 F.3d 559 (D.C. Cir. 2015); In re Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Prod. of Tangible Things from [Redacted], No. BR 06-05, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 101368, at *2 (FISA Ct. May 24, 2006) (describing information collected as “session identifying information,” including “trunk identifier” and “time and duration of call.”).

93. See MacAskill, supra note 36. See generally GRANICK, supra note 36 (detailing the history of the policy and legal debate on modern surveillance and arguing that modern surveillance and democracy are incompatible).

94. See MacAskill, supra note 36.
surveillance. Historically, the intelligence community utilized traditional surveillance methods to probe the content of the communication intercepted—for instance, the content of a phone call (e.g., the conversation) or the content of a written correspondence (e.g., text of the letter, telegram, or an email). Traditional small data intelligence gathering methods have relied upon human intelligence, including: sensory perception analysis and other communication gathering and analytic methods that depended upon human judgment and decision-making; traditional evidence based upon analog data and paper-based files; conventional intelligence collection methods, such as traditional signals intelligence and other traditional communications interception; and other data analytic tools that have centered upon traditional research approaches, such as hypothesis-driven methods.

---

95. See Klayman, 957 F. Supp. 2d at 15 (“According to the representations made by the Government, the metadata records collected under the program do not include any information about the content of those calls, or the names, addresses, or financial information of any party to the calls. Through targeted computerized searches of those metadata records, the NSA tries to discern connections between terrorist organizations and previously unknown terrorist operatives located in the United States.” (footnote and citations omitted)); In re Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Prod. of Tangible Things from [Redacted], 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 101368, at *2 (“Telephony metadata does not include the substantive content of any communication . . . , or the name, address, or financial information of a subscriber or customer.”).


97. See Faraone et al., supra note 81.
Because metadata collection technically does not include content—for example, collection of metadata includes the time of call and location of call, but does not include eavesdropping on the conversation—the privacy concerns associated with its collection are often underestimated.\textsuperscript{98} For instance, shortly after the Snowden disclosures, Senator Dianne Feinstein, then Chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee, explained that metadata collection is not surveillance in that it is pure “content-less” data.\textsuperscript{99} In contrast, Bruce Schneier, a renowned cybersecurity expert, has stated unequivocally that bulk metadata collection is coterminous with modern surveillance—an equivalency that potentially implicates significant privacy concerns.\textsuperscript{100}

Consequently, even with passage of the USA FREEDOM Act, metadata surveillance by the intelligence community is significantly under-regulated.\textsuperscript{101} At the dawn of the big data revolution, the U.S. political branches and U.S. federal courts appear to be conflicted about how to treat metadata collection under preexisting intelligence governance structures and the U.S. Constitution.\textsuperscript{102} Some have argued

\textsuperscript{98} See ACLU v. Clapper, 785 F.3d 787, 794 (2d Cir. 2015) (“That telephone metadata do not directly reveal the content of telephone calls . . . does not vitiate the privacy concerns arising out of the government’s bulk collection of such data.”).


\textsuperscript{102} The bulk telephony metadata collection program, as had been legally justified under Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act, faced multiple legal challenges under several legal theories, with lawsuits filed in federal court immediately following the June 5, 2013 Snowden disclosures. See, e.g., Klayman v. Obama, 142 F. Supp. 3d 172, 182–195 (D.D.C. 2015) (concluding that plaintiff’s claim that Section 215 program is unconstitutional under the Fourth Amendment has a likelihood of success on the merits and ordering injunction, blocking the final weeks of the Section 215 program prior to the implementation of the USA FREEDOM Act’s reforms to metadata collection), stay granted sub nom, Obama v. Klayman, 1:13-cv-00851-RJL, 2015 WL 9010330 (D.C. Cir.
that metadata collection should not fall within traditional conceptions of what is considered surveillance and, therefore, should not be regulated in the same manner as traditional surveillance methods.  

Some in the government have explicitly drawn a distinction between content and non-content surveillance to explain how the latter falls outside the scope of many of the legal restrictions and other regulatory constraints imposed on the surveillance activities of the intelligence community. In contrast, some contend that the pervasive, comprehensive, and automated or semi-automated nature of bulk metadata surveillance leads to greater harms than the types of harms enabled by traditional content surveillance. Experts, for
example, have explained that metadata collection is and should be regulated as a new form of surveillance in that it is even more intrusive than traditional intelligence-gathering methods and can reveal a “startling amount of detailed information” in the aggregate that content surveillance standing alone is incapable of revealing.

Grasping the legal and technological distinctions between “content” surveillance and “non-content” surveillance in the eyes of the intelligence community and the FISC underscores why metadata surveillance appears to be justified by those within the NSA and the intelligence community. The USA FREEDOM Act does not resolve the tension between “content” surveillance and “non-content” surveillance. Therefore, even after passage of the USA FREEDOM Act, there is still an open debate regarding whether “non-content” surveillance such as bulk metadata surveillance should fall within the same oversight and accountability mechanisms that constrain “content” surveillance. Without a resolution of this tension, bulk metadata surveillance is likely to continue without proper oversight and constraint.

A. The NSA’s Bulk Telephony Metadata Collection Program Under Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act

Much of what we know about the NSA’s bulk metadata collection program stems from documents released through the Snowden disclosures. In June 2013, the disclosures by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden revealed that the U.S. intelligence organization had collected the bulk telephony metadata on every call generated by customers of the multinational telecommunications company, Verizon, on a daily basis over the course of the past seven years. Approved through a classified order by the FISC, the bulk metadata collected by the NSA included the time of the call and the unascertainable information about individuals.”); see also Declaration of Professor Edward W. Felten at 20, Clapper, 959 F. Supp. 2d 724 (No. 13 Civ. 3994(WHP)) (“Metadata analysis can reveal the rise and fall of intimate relationships, the diagnosis of a life-threatening disease, the telltale signs of a corporate merger or acquisition, the identity of a prospective government whistleblower, the social dynamics of a group of associates, or even the name of an anonymous litigant.”).

106. Clapper, 785 F.3d at 794.

107. The Snowden disclosures were first revealed by journalist Glenn Greenwald in June 2013. For an extensive historical account of the Snowden disclosures, see generally Glenn Greenwald, No Place to Hide: Edward Snowden, the NSA, and the U.S. Surveillance State (2014).

108. See Greenwald, supra note 17.
The NSA’s bulk telephony metadata collection program also included: comprehensive communications routing information; the international mobile subscriber identity number; the trunk identifier; telephone calling card numbers; and other metadata. Whether the geolocation of the call was included in this bulk collection program is disputed.

In the litigation that followed the Snowden disclosures, it remains judicially unresolved whether metadata collection is either statutorily or constitutionally permissible. Further complicating the adjudication of these matters, the FISC had adopted the NSA’s view and held in 2006 that the prior bulk telephony metadata collection program was justified under Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act. In the post-Snowden litigation, federal courts have grappled

109. In re Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Prod. of Tangible Things from [Redacted], No. BR 06-05, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 101368, at *1–2 (FISA Ct. May 24, 2006) (“[Here] ‘telephony metadata’ includes comprehensive communications routing information, including but not limited to session identifying information (e.g., originating and terminating telephone number, International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) number, International Mobile station Equipment Identity (IMEI) number, etc.), trunk identifier, telephone calling card numbers, and time and duration of call.”); see also Greenwald, supra note 17.

110. See Amici Curiae Brief of Experts in Computer and Data Science in Support of Appellants and Reversal at 7, Clapper, 785 F.3d 787 (No. 14-42) (citing In re Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Prod. of Tangible Things from [Redacted], 2013 WL 5741573, at *1 n.2 (FISA Ct. Aug. 29, 2013)).

111. See Klayman v. Obama, 957 F. Supp. 2d 1, 15 n.17 (D.D.C. 2013) (“Plaintiffs have alleged that the Government has collected location information for cell phones. While more recent FISC opinions expressly state that cell-site location information is not covered by Section 1861 production orders, the Government has not affirmatively represented to this Court that the NSA has not, at any point in the history of the Bulk Telephony Metadata Program, collected location information (in one technical format or another) about cell phones.” (citations omitted)), rev’d on other grounds, 800 F.3d. at 559 (D.C. Cir. 2015); see also Amici Curiae Brief of Experts in Computer and Data Science in Support of Appellants and Reversal, supra note 110, at 7 (claiming that a trunk identifier provides “revealing general information about [a] party’s location”).

112. See e.g., Clapper, 785 F.3d at 792 (2d Cir. 2015) (finding that “the program exceed[ed] the scope of what Congress has authorized” under the USA PATRIOT Act); Obama, 800 F.3d. at 568 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (finding “that plaintiffs have failed to demonstrate a ‘substantial likelihood’ that the government is collecting from Verizon Wireless or that they are otherwise suffering any cognizable injury”). Compare Klayman, 957 F. Supp. 2d at 41 (holding that, for purposes of injunctive relief, plaintiff subscribers had “a substantial likelihood of showing that . . . the NSA’s bulk collection program is indeed an unreasonable search under the Fourth Amendment”), with United States v. Moalin, No. 10cr4246 JM, 2013 WL 6079518, at *5 (S.D. Cal. Nov. 18, 2013) (holding that there is no reasonable expectation of privacy in telephony metadata under the Fourth Amendment), and In re Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Prod. of Tangible Things from [Redacted], 2013 WL 5741573, at *2–3 (same).

113. See, e.g., In re Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Prod. of Tangible Things from [Redacted], 2013 WL 5741573, at *4–6; see also In re Application of the FBI
with the question of whether bulk telephony metadata could be permissibly construed under the statute as a “tangible” business record “relevant to any particular investigation,” as had been the government’s interpretation of Section 215.114

According to the government, the statutory basis for bulk telephony metadata collection expressly derives from Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act, which authorizes the following collection: “any tangible things (including books, records, papers, documents, and other items).”115 Under the USA PATRIOT Act, “the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation or a designee of the Director (whose rank shall be no lower than Assistant Special Agent in Charge) may make an application for an order requiring the production of any tangible things.”116 These “tangible things,” however, must be “relevant to an authorized investigation . . . to obtain foreign intelligence information not concerning a United States person or to protect against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities.”117 Snowden’s disclosures revealed that the government had successfully argued in the FISC that bulk collection of data was necessary ex ante under Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act.118 The U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit found that the district court had erred in granting a preliminary injunction barring the government from collecting bulk telephony metadata under Section 215 of the Act because any lapse in bulk collection was temporary where the FISC viewed the Act as effectively reinstating Section 215 for 180 days and allowing it to resume issuing bulk collection orders during that window.119 The bulk telephony metadata program provides the government with an aggregate of data (e.g., metadata on all phone calls collected from Verizon on a daily basis, which allows the NSA to collect the “phone records of millions of Verizon customers daily”).120 Once the bulk

---

114. See, e.g., Clapper, 785 F.3d at 810–11.
116. Id.
120. Greenwald, supra note 17.
data is amassed, the NSA may query a specific identifier within the aggregated database and determine the relevance of the data to an ongoing investigation.121

In challenges filed immediately after the Snowden disclosures, federal courts attempted to resolve whether the NSA’s bulk telephony metadata collection program was consistent with constitutional protections such as the First Amendment’s associational and expressive freedom guarantees, and the Fourth Amendment’s proscription against unreasonable searches and seizures.122 The issue of whether the Act constitutionally resolves metadata surveillance remains unclear.123 As discussed below, federal courts in the post-Snowden litigation appear reluctant to reach the question of whether bulk telephony metadata collection is constitutional under the First Amendment and the Fourth Amendment.124

121. “After collecting these telephone records, the NSA stores them in a centralized database. Initially, NSA analysts are permitted to access the Section 215 calling records only through ‘queries’ of the database. A query is a search for a specific number or other selection term within the database.” PRIVACY & CIVIL LIBERTIES OVERSIGHT BD., supra note 39, at 8; see also Klayman, 957 F. Supp. 2d at 15 (“According to Government officials, this aggregation of records into a single database creates ‘an historical repository that permits retrospective analysis,’ Govt.’s Opp’n at 12, enabling NSA analysts to draw connections, across telecommunications service providers, between numbers reasonably suspected to be associated with terrorist activity and with other, unknown numbers.”); In re Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Prod. of Tangible Things from [Redacted], No. BR 13-109, 2013 WL 5741573, at *6–7 (FISA Ct. Aug. 29, 2013); Christopher Slobogin, Cause To Believe What? The Importance of Defining a Search’s Object—Or, How the ABA Would Analyze the NSA Metadata Surveillance Program, 66 OKLA. L. REV. 725, 737 (2014) (“But at the time of the bulk collection, those links would not be known; the NSA would subsequently have to query the data to learn about those links. Thus, one would be hard pressed to say that, at the time of the bulk collection, the government meets the relevance standard, much less the probable cause or reasonable suspicion standards, if the object of the seizure is Redding’s [Safford Unified School District #1 v. Redding, 557 U.S. 364, 370 (2009)] ‘evidence of criminal activity’ or the LEATPR [American Bar Association’s Criminal Justice Standards on Law Enforcement Access to Third Party Records] Standards ‘evidence of crime’ that is associated with the probable cause and reasonable suspicion standards.”).


123. See id. at 178 (granting preliminary injunction to enjoin “the future collection and querying of [plaintiffs’] telephone record metadata” on basis that Section 215 program is unconstitutional); vacated by Klayman v. Obama, 805 F.3d 1148, 1148 (D.C. Cir. 2015); Motion to Vacate Preliminary Injunction and Dismiss Appeal on Grounds of Mootness, Klayman v. Obama, 15-5307 (D.C. Cir. Jan. 4, 2016) (filing motion to dismiss matter as moot in light of enactment and implementation of USA FREEDOM Act).

124. See infra Section II.B.
B. Post-Snowden Legislative Reform: The USA FREEDOM Act

The most developed litigation challenging the legality and constitutionality of the NSA’s bulk telephony metadata collection program is represented by two cases: ACLU v. Clapper\(^{125}\) and Klayman v. Obama.\(^{126}\) Both of these challenges to the Section 215 bulk metadata collection program in federal court were brought days after the Snowden disclosures first came to light in June 2013.\(^{127}\) U.S. District Court Judge William H. Pauley III for the Southern District of New York, in ACLU v. Clapper, and U.S. District Court Judge Richard Leon for the District of Columbia, in Klayman v. Obama, considered the same program—NSA’s bulk telephony metadata collection program—and reached entirely different results in their considerations of injunctive relief for their plaintiffs.\(^{128}\) In both Clapper and Klayman, the plaintiffs asserted a combination of statutory and constitutional claims\(^{129}\) to challenge the bulk telephony metadata program that derived from a April 25, 2013 FISC order compelling Verizon Business Network Services to produce to the NSA on “an ongoing daily basis... all call detail records or ‘telephony metadata’ created by Verizon for communications (i) between the United States and abroad; or (ii) wholly within the United States, including local telephone calls,” pursuant to Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act.\(^{130}\)

\(^{125}\) 959 F. Supp. 2d 724 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (dismissing complaint in part on grounds that subscribers do not have legitimate expectation of privacy in telephony metadata held by third parties under Fourth Amendment precedent), vacated, 785 F.3d. 787 (2d Cir. 2015).

\(^{126}\) 957 F. Supp. 2d 1, 9 (D.D.C. 2013) (finding that court lacked jurisdiction to review Administrative Procedure Act [“APA”] claim but could hear Fourth Amendment constitutional challenges to NSA’s conduct, and granting motion for injunction, however, staying the order pending appeal).

\(^{127}\) See supra notes 111–13 For a detailed history of the Snowden disclosures, see generally GREENWALD, supra note 107.

\(^{128}\) Compare Klayman, 957 F. Supp. 2d at 9–10 (granting, in part, a preliminary injunction on Fourth Amendment grounds, but staying the order pending appeal), with Clapper, 959 F. Supp. 2d at 742, 752, 757 (denying injunctive relief after holding the metadata collection was authorized by the statute and that the metadata collection did not constitute a search under the Fourth Amendment).

\(^{129}\) See, e.g., Klayman, 957 F. Supp. 2d at 11 (“Specifically, plaintiffs allege that the Government has violated their individual rights under the First, Fourth, and Fifth Amendments of the Constitution and has violated the Administrative Procedure Act (‘APA’) by exceeding its statutory authority under FISA.”).

\(^{130}\) See id. at 10 (quoting In re Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Prod. of Tangible Things from Verizon Bus. Network Servs., Inc. on Behalf of MCI Commc’n Servs., Inc. d/b/a Verizon Bus. Servs., No. BR 13–80 at 2 (FISA Ct. Apr. 25, 2013); see also In re Application No. BR 06-05, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 101368, at *1–2 (FISA Ct. May 24, 2006). The FISC would reauthorize this program every ninety days
On June 2, 2015, the U.S. Congress passed new legislation, the USA FREEDOM Act, intended to help resolve the legal dispute and to bring the NSA’s bulk telephony metadata collection program under tighter regulation. Proponents of the USA FREEDOM Act contend that the new law corrects the primary statutory and constitutional deficiencies of the bulk metadata collection program under Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act. The law was passed two years after the Snowden disclosures and less than four weeks after the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit determined in Clapper that the NSA had exceeded the scope of its statutory authority in impermissibly reading Section 215 to include bulk telephony metadata collection.

Specifically, the USA FREEDOM Act requires the government to seek from the FISC orders for metadata records directly held by companies after identifying a specific person, account, address, or other specific identifier as a subject of a specific investigation. If the order is granted, the telecommunications provider or other corporate provider must produce the metadata records pursuant to a specific investigation. Following the original authorization which was granted in 2006. See Slobogin, supra note 23, at 1757. See supra notes 11–12.

131. See supra notes 11–12.


134. USA FREEDOM Act of 2015, Pub. L. No. 114-23, § 101(a)(3), 129 Stat. 268, 269–70 (codified at 50 U.S.C. § 1861(b)(2)(C) (2016)) (“[A]n application for the production on a daily basis of call detail records . . . conducted to protect against international terrorism. “a statement of facts showing that . . . (1) there are reasonable grounds to believe that the call detail records sought to be produced based on the specific selection term required . . are relevant to such investigation; and (ii) there are facts giving rise to a reasonable, articulable suspicion that such specific selection term is associated with a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power.”

135. See, e.g., USA FREEDOM Act of 2015, § 101(b), 129 Stat. at 270; Steinhauser & Weisman, supra note 21 (“The storage of those records now shifts to the phone companies, and the government must petition a special federal court [FISC] for permission to search them.”). Because the FISC orders may remain largely classified,
practice of allowing the NSA to collect bulk telephony metadata records and then store the records for future use. In other words, under Section 215, bulk metadata collection came first and the querying of the database by the NSA came later on an as-needed basis, effectively allowing the NSA to control the maintenance and use of the bulk telephony metadata records. Congress found this practice objectionable because it gave the NSA apparently unfettered access to the metadata. Subsequently, Congress attempted to end it by placing a restraint on the government’s ability to collect records by forcing the government to seek the production of the metadata records directly from the corporate entity (e.g., telecommunications company or Internet provider) in the USA FREEDOM Act.

exactly how the USA Freedom Act will be implemented may remain unknown to the public. See, e.g., § 602(a), 129 Stat. at 281 (allowing declassification for opinions that include “a significant construction or interpretation of any provision of law, including any novel or significant construction or interpretation of the term ‘specific selection term’, and, consistent with that review, make publicly available to the greatest extent practicable each such decision, order, or opinion”).

136. See Cole, supra note 101 (explaining that under the USA FREEDOM Act, “the phone companies, not the NSA, would store the data”). Applications for orders to produce phone metadata records now must contain:

(C) [A] statement of facts showing that—

(i) there are reasonable grounds to believe that the call detail records sought to be produced based on the specific selection term required under subparagraph (A) are relevant to such investigation; and

(ii) there is a reasonable, articulable suspicion that such specific selection term is associated with a foreign power engaged in international terrorism or activities in preparation therefor, or an agent of a foreign power engaged in international terrorism or activities in preparation therefor.


137. See ACLU v. Clapper, 785 F.3d 787, 797 (2d Cir. 2015) (“The government explains that it uses the bulk metadata collected pursuant to these orders by making ‘queries’ using metadata ‘identifiers’ (also referred to as ‘selectors’), or particular phone numbers that it believes, based on ‘reasonable articulable suspicion,’ to be associated with a foreign terrorist organization . . . . The identifier is used as a ‘seed’ to search across the government’s database; the search results yield phone numbers, and the metadata associated with them that have been in contact with the seed.”)

138. See Dan Froomkin, For the First Time Since 9/11, Congress Checks the Security State, INTERCEPT (June 1, 2015, 9:47 AM), https://theintercept.com/2015/06/01/first-time-since-911-congress-checks-security-state/ [https://perma.cc/P6Z6-FDJR] (quoting Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., as saying that, “[t]onight the collection of phone records of millions of innocent Americans will end” and “[t]he demise of this dragnet surveillance is a victory for the principle that Americans do not need to sacrifice liberty to have security”).
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Next, by requiring the NSA to articulate specific information for the person, account, address, or other precise identifier that is the subject of a particular investigation, the USA FREEDOM Act seeks to limit the scope of records sought by the government.\textsuperscript{140} This contrasts with the prior practice, under Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act, where the metadata collection purportedly could proceed in an indiscriminate and suspicionless fashion.\textsuperscript{141} The bulk collection justification under Section 215 by the government arguably allowed the NSA to collect all metadata on all calls, regardless of whether a specific person, account, or address was under investigation.\textsuperscript{142} In enacting the USA FREEDOM Act, Congress appeared to agree with the Second Circuit in \textit{Clapper} that Section 215 could not be reasonably read to allow all telephony metadata as “relevant” to an investigation.\textsuperscript{143} Therefore, the USA FREEDOM
Act, unlike Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act, appears to require a minimum demonstration that the metadata is related to a specific entity that is the subject of a specific investigation in order to establish that the metadata is “relevant” to that specific investigation.144

Prior to enactment of the Act, the NSA was allowed to seek records associated with up to three “hops” from the original “seed.”145 It is estimated that the “three-hop analysis” could result in the potential to query millions of phone records.146 The USA FREEDOM Act further limited the scope of the records that could be requested by restricting the number of “hops” from an original “seed” to two

with utility—the records are relevant because the government believes it needs them. This is not a standard at all.”).


145. President Obama implemented a revision from three “hops” to two “hops” prior to the enactment of the USA FREEDOM Act., Presidential Remarks on United States Signals Intelligence and Electronic Surveillance Programs, 2014 DAILY COMP. PRES. DOC. 7 (Jan. 17, 2014) (“Effective immediately, we will only pursue phone calls that are two steps removed from a number associated with a terrorist organization instead of the current three.”). President Obama also took additional action to limit the querying of the database of telephony metadata prior to the USA FREEDOM Act. Id. (“And I have directed the Attorney General to work with the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court so that during this transition period, the database can be queried only after a judicial finding or in the case of a true emergency.”).

146. The “three-hop” analysis was revealed during congressional testimony on July 17, 2013 in the aftermath of the Snowden disclosures. Pete Yost, Congress Expresses Anger Over NSA Surveillance Program, BOS. GLOBE (July 18, 2013), https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/nation/2013/07/17/nsa-spying-under-fire-you-got-problem/Ev73i1XwPytvD2WFZ6idGK/story.html [https://perma.cc/BX5C-GQGZ (dark archive)] (“For the first time, NSA Deputy Director John C. Inglis disclosed that the agency sometimes conducts what is known as three-hop analysis. That means the government can look at the phone data of a suspected terrorist, plus the data of all of the contacts, then all of those people’s contacts, and all of those people’s contacts.”). The NSA explained that: “[w]ith three-hop analysis, [i]f the average person calls 40 unique people, three-hop analysis could allow the government to mine the records of 2.5 million Americans when investigating one suspected terrorist.” Id. The United States District Court for the District of Columbia explained further:

In plain English, this means that if a search starts with telephone number (123) 456–7890 as the “seed,” the first hop will include all the phone numbers that (123) 456–7890 has called or received calls from in the last five years (say, 100 numbers), the second hop will include all the phone numbers that each of those 100 numbers has called or received calls from in the last five years (say, 100 numbers for each one of the 100 “first hop” numbers, or 10,000 total), and the third hop will include all the phone numbers that each of those 10,000 numbers has called or received calls from in the last five years (say, 100 numbers for each one of the 10,000 “second hop” numbers, or 1,000,000 total).

“hops,” or in other words, the FISC may order the production of “the call detail records associated with the initial telephone number [the “seed”] and the records associated with the records returned in the initial hop.” The first “hop” is comprised of all of the records associated with the “seed”; the second “hop” is comprised of all of the records associated with the first “hop.” Bart Forsyth deconstructs this concept further:

A second “hop” does not include an individual listed in a telephone contact list, or on a personal device that uses the same wireless router as the seed, or that has similar calling patterns as the seed. Nor does it exist merely because a personal device has been in the proximity of another personal device. These types of information are not maintained by telecommunications carriers in the normal course of business and, regardless, are prohibited under the definition of ‘call detail records’ [under the USA FREEDOM Act].

Finally, the USA FREEDOM Act implemented changes to the FISC, including allowing for the appointment of “amicus curiae” in FISC matters involving novel and significant interpretations of the law, and requiring more rigorous declassification reviews of FISC decisions.

Importantly, however, the Act has been criticized as being inadequate to its purpose. The criticism warrants careful attention

147. Forsyth, supra note 142, at 1339–40 (discussing Section 501 of the USA FREEDOM Act).
148. Id. at 1339 n.149.
149. Id.
151. Id. at 8 (“[T]he USA FREEDOM Act now requires that the government will conduct a declassification review of each new decision of the FISC and FISCR ‘that includes a significant construction or interpretation of any provision of law,’ . . . and that the government will make declassified versions of these opinions publicly available to the greatest extent practicable.”).
in that the Act may not be sufficient to correct the statutory and constitutional deficiencies of Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act. Specifically, the Act may not curb bulk metadata collection for reasons that include, but are not limited to, the following three considerations. First, some argue that the Section 215 bulk telephony metadata program, as a “warrant”-based program (e.g., subject to FISC orders), was less problematic than warrantless bulk metadata collection programs. Thus, the primary focus of statutory reform,

according to some experts, should be on the warrantless collection of metadata and content data that was also revealed under the Snowden disclosures as justified under Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Amendments Act ("FAA"). Second, some scholars note that statutory reform is a necessary but not a sufficient step toward the proper regulation of big data cyber surveillance methods. They observe "that the Fourth Amendment must evolve along with" the statutory regime in order to properly restrain new and emerging surveillance methods, of which bulk metadata collection is by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Amendments Act); Rainey Reitman, The New USA FREEDOM Act: A Step in the Right Direction, but More Must Be Done, ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUND. (Apr. 30, 2015), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2015/04/new-usa-freedom-act-step-right-direction-more-must-be-done [https://perma.cc/2H93-2ZCF] ("The new USA [FREEDOM] Act does not address Section 702 of the FISA Amendments Act, the problematic 2008 law that the government uses for PRISM and 'upstream' mass surveillance."); John Napier Tye, Meet Executive Order 12333: The Reagan Rule That Lets the NSA Spy on Americans, WASH. POST (July 18, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/meet-executive-order-12333-the-reagan-rule-that-lets-the-nsa-spy-on-americans/2014/07/18/93d2ac22-0b93-11e4-b8e5-d0de80767fc2_story.html [https://perma.cc/TF9H-54NF] (explaining that although U.S. persons communications may not be targeted under Executive Order 12333, the executive order explicitly authorizes their retention if collected "incidentally" (with incidentally being "an NSA term of art") during a lawful overseas foreign intelligence investigation).


155. See, e.g., Donohue, Bulk Metadata Collection, supra note 23, at 821; Donohue, Section 702, supra note 23, at 264–65. Professor Donohue recognized the need for a Fourth Amendment analysis, as well as the tension that exists when collecting programs are either seemingly performing the analysis themselves or are not fully understood such that human analysts can properly dispel Fourth Amendment concerns. See Donohue, Bulk Metadata Collection, supra note 23, at 821 (“[I]t appears that neither the NSA nor FISC had an adequate understanding of how the algorithms operate. Nor did they understand the type of information that had been incorporated into different databases, and whether they had been subjected to the appropriate legal analysis before data mining.”).
Third, experts contend that strict compliance with the USA FREEDOM Act will not act as a constraint on metadata collection. Each of these criticisms will be briefly summarized below.

First, beyond the Section 215 bulk telephony metadata program—which constituted bulk metadata collection pursuant to an order issued by the FISC—other authorities appear to have been interpreted by the intelligence community to allow for warrantless bulk metadata collection. From the Snowden disclosures, it appears that in some instances the NSA saw neither the need to resort to the FISC to seek query-specific orders nor the express need to seek data from a third-party provider (e.g., a telecommunications corporation or Internet provider). Under Section 702’s “UPSTREAM”


157. See, e.g., Forsyth, supra note 142, at 1339; Ted Poe & Rand Paul, Poe, Rand: NSA Bulk Collection of Data Tramples Our Rights, HOUS. CHRON. (May 22, 2015, 9:20 PM), http://www.chron.com/opinion/outlook/article/Poe-Rand-NSA-bulk-collection-of-data-tramples-6282272.php [https://perma.cc/N8DW-6UW9] (claiming that the USA FREEDOM Act would not end bulk surveillance because it “does nothing to limit government spying under Section 702 of the FISA Amendments Act”). The USA FREEDOM Act allows FISC to order companies to produce up to two “hops.” H.R. REP. NO. 114-109, pt. 1, at 17 (2015). The new authority in the in the USA FREEDOM Act was “designed to allow the government to search telephone metadata for possible connections to international terrorism—but not preclude the government’s use of standard business records orders under Section 501 to compel the production of business records, including call detail records.” Id. at 18.


collection program, for instance, it was revealed that the NSA has the capacity to directly intercept bulk metadata and collection the content of communications traveling through fiber-optic cables that comprise the so-called “Internet backbone.” The NSA justified direct tapping of the fiber-optic cables to collect metadata—specifically “discrete wholly domestic communications” from U.S. citizens “that are neither to, from, [or regarding] a targeted selector”—by citing its authority to collect foreigners’ data, and suggested that the data collected on U.S. persons through Section 702 was considered “incidental” and not purposeful and, thus, lawful. The federal courts have not yet had an opportunity to determine whether this reading of Section 702 is permissible.


161. See [Redacted], 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 157706, at *104 (FISA Ct. Oct. 3, 2011) (“The government stresses that the non-target communications of concern here (discrete wholly domestic communications and other discrete communications to or from United States person or a person in the United States that are neither to, from, nor about a targeted selector) are acquired incidentally rather than purposefully.”); see also James Ball & Spencer Ackerman, NSA Loophole Allows Warrantless Search for US Citizens’ Emails and Phone Calls, GUARDIAN (Aug. 9, 2013, 12:08 PM), http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/09/usa-loophole-warrantless-searches-email-calls [https://perma.cc/SA8E-8KXD].

162. See, e.g., Donohue, Section 702, supra note 23, at 259–63 (“The petitioner’s concern with incidental collections is overblown. It is settled beyond peradventure that incidental collections occurring as a result of constitutionally permissible acquisitions do not render those acquisitions unlawful. The government assures us that it does not maintain a database of incidentally collected information from non-targeted United States persons, and there is no evidence to the contrary. On these facts, incidentally collected communications of non-targeted United States persons do not violate the Fourth Amendment.”) (quoting In re Directives [redacted text] Pursuant to Section 105B of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 551 F.3d 1004, 1015 (FISA Ct. Rev. 2008) (citations omitted))); see also Joshua A.T. Fairfield & Erik Luna, Digital Innocence, 99 CORNELL L. REV. 981, 1025–26 (2014) (citing United States v. Mohamud, 941 F. Supp. 2d 1303 (D. Or. 2014) as to whether the FISA Ct. Rev. decision is controlling on the question of whether incidental collections occurring as a result of constitutionally permissible acquisitions do not render those acquisitions unlawful).
Second, under the Fourth Amendment, it is unresolved under what circumstances the collection of metadata may constitute an unreasonable search or seizure.\textsuperscript{163} The Fourth Amendment’s third-party doctrine may be interpreted by the Supreme Court to allow for bulk metadata collection.\textsuperscript{164} Further, the USA FREEDOM Act expressly limits bulk telephony metadata collection only—it does not appear to limit the type of metadata that can be generated by emails, Internet searches and web-browsing history, social media network activities, or information retained by smart technologies and other electronic devices.\textsuperscript{165}

And, third, so long as the underlying presumption of efficacy persists, the intelligence community will likely collect the bulk metadata that it perceives it needs to serve purportedly mission-
critical counterterrorism objectives. Procedurally, this can occur through technical compliance with the USA FREEDOM Act. The intelligence community, under the USA FREEDOM Act, may request orders from the FISC in a manner that may elicit a volume of metadata records on par with volumes achieved under Section 215’s bulk telephony metadata collection program. Despite Congress’s attempts to statutorily curtail bulk metadata collection, intelligence agencies can still do so by working within and around the procedural parameters of the USA FREEDOM Act (e.g., the intelligence community may: delegate bulk metadata collection to other agencies, contractors, and entities, such as state and local law enforcement; purchase bulk metadata; negotiate direct access to metadata through

166. See, e.g., Hu, supra note 102, at 773 (describing the expansion of “collect-it-all” data tools); Granick, supra note 156 (describing how without Fourth Amendment restrictions, the economics and technology of mass surveillance will encourage the government to continue”.

167. See Schlanger, supra note 39, at 129 (“[T]he FISA Court now signs off on a massive program of targeted surveillance of foreigners—including when their communication is with an American.”). The USA FREEDOM Act was criticized as potentially ineffective because the Act attempts to eliminate bulk collection through requiring the NSA to limit its request for data through a “specific selection term” restriction. See, e.g., H.L. Pohlman, The NSA FREEDOM Act?, WASH. POST (May 27, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2014/05/27/the-nsa-freedom-act/ [https://perma.cc/3BHW-JYZJ] (“Their first concern, and the one most widely noted, is with the new definition of the kinds of ‘specific selection terms’ that the National Security Agency (NSA) could use when applying for court orders for the production of call detail records from private phone companies. What will NSA be searching for?”). Under the USA FREEDOM Act, particularly controversial was how to define “specific selection term” as a requirement for the basis of production of data and as a method to limit bulk collection of data. See, e.g., Forsyth, supra note 142, at 1335–36. “[T]here was no aspect of the bill that garnered more intense focus than the definition of specific selection term. It was primarily this definition that led many technology companies and privacy groups to pull their support for the USA FREEDOM Act after it first passed the House in 2014.” Id. at 1336. Bart Forsyth, chief of staff to Congressman F. James Sensenbrenner, explained the controversy this way: “By requiring a specific selection term, the USA FREEDOM Act therefore, by definition, ended bulk collection. But would this new limitation be sufficient in practice?” Id. at 1335 (footnote omitted). The USA FREEDOM Act limits the definition of a “specific selection term” so that it “cannot be used to identify an ‘electronic service provider’ or a ‘broad geographic area.’” Id. at 1337 (citing USA FREEDOM Act of 2015, Pub. L. No. 114-23, § 107(k)(4)(A)(i)–(ii), 129 Stat. at 273). “[T]he key to the new legal standard is that the specific selection term must be ‘used to limit, to the greatest extent reasonably practicable, the volume of tangible things sought consistent with the purpose for seeking the tangible things.’” Id. (quoting USA FREEDOM Act, Pub. L. No. 114-23, § 107(k)(4)(A)(ii), 129 Stat. at 274). “The [specific selection term] is, therefore, not intended to put a cap on the total amount of records, but instead, to limit the number of records to the greatest extent possible.” Id. at 1337–38 (citing 161 CONG. REC. S2772 (daily ed. May 12, 2015)).
cooperative relationships with telecommunications and Internet providers; etc.).

Consequently, under the USA FREEDOM Act, it is unclear whether bulk metadata collection will cease and, thus, whether mass suspicion-less tracking of metadata by the intelligence community will continue in an under-regulated manner.

III. POST-USA FREEDOM ACT

Absent any Supreme Court decision addressing the issue, the government has argued that the NSA’s bulk telephony metadata program could continue temporarily. Immediately after Congress passed the USA FREEDOM Act and President Barack Obama signed the Act into law on June 2, 2015, the DOJ filed a motion with the FISC seeking permission to extend the NSA’s bulk telephony metadata collection program for an additional 180 days. The motion cited a need to ensure an “orderly transition” from the prior bulk telephony metadata collection program under Section 215 of the


169. See Memorandum of Law at 1, In Re Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Prod. of Tangible Things, No. BR 15-75, 2015 WL 5637562 (FISA Ct. June 29, 2015) (arguing that “Section 1861, as amended by the USA FREEDOM Act, authorizes the [FISA] Court to approve the Government’s application for the bulk production of call detail records for a 180 day transition period,” and that “such authorization is appropriate notwithstanding the Second Circuit’s recent panel opinion in [Clapper]”).

170. Id.
USA PATRIOT Act, and the Justice Department argued that the USA FREEDOM Act expressly allows for an extension of bulk telephony metadata collection for an additional 180 days.171

The key question centers upon what the program now resembles, given that the USA FREEDOM Act went into effect as of December 1, 2015. Put another way, the question remains whether the NSA has facilitated an “orderly transition” from the Section 215 bulk telephony metadata collection program to another similar bulk telephony metadata collection program that is technically within compliance with the USA FREEDOM Act.172 As mentioned above, the Act does not prohibit the delegation of bulk telephony metadata collection to other agencies and entities; requesting orders from the FISC in a manner that achieves a similar volume to the prior bulk metadata collection program; and intensifying metadata collection under Section 702 of the FAA and Executive Order 12333.173 Shifting the justification for bulk metadata collection to other legal authorities allows the NSA and other intelligence organizations to collect in the absence of order requirements now specified under the USA FREEDOM Act.

Moreover, the USA FREEDOM Act only speaks to bulk telephony metadata collection that had previously been justified under Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act.174 The Act does not regulate mass metadata collection generated by emails, Internet searches and web-browsing history, social media network activities, and information retained by smart technologies and other electronic devices, as mentioned above.175 So long as the intelligence community perceives bulk metadata is needed to support a big data

171. Id. at 5–6 (“Congress recognized the need for an orderly transition period that preserves an important foreign intelligence collection capability until the Government may effectively avail itself of the new provisions for a targeted production.”).
172. See supra notes 155–56 and accompanying text.
173. See supra notes 165–68 and accompanying text.
174. See Cole, supra note 101 (“The bill is addressed almost entirely to the NSA’s domestic surveillance, but the vast majority of the agency’s spying is conducted overseas and directed at foreigners. Under those programs, which are not touched by the USA [FREEDOM] Act, the agency has, for example, recorded the contents of every phone call for a year in some countries; vacuumed up massive amounts of Internet data on wholly innocent persons; and collected the contents of phone calls, e-mails, and Internet activity of millions of innocent people. Because these measures are targeted at foreigners, they don’t generate the same level of concern here as at home. But these programs implicate our rights, too, as they routinely intercept communications between US citizens and foreign persons. Even an e-mail from Poughkeepsie to Peoria may be routed through France or England without our knowing it, and thus be subject to NSA interception.”).
175. See MacAskill, supra note 36.
cybersurveillance architecture\textsuperscript{176} that has been built for over a
decade—an architecture that, based upon modest estimates, reflects
an investment of billions of dollars\textsuperscript{177}—the task of bringing bulk
metadata collection under closer oversight is an extraordinarily
difficult one.

It is particularly instructive to point out that in \textit{ACLU v. Clapper},\textsuperscript{178} the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
concluded with a discussion of the constitutional issues raised by the
bulk telephony metadata program, noting that, on this issue, “the
Supreme Court’s jurisprudence is in some turmoil.”\textsuperscript{179} But instead of
trying to resolve that turmoil, the Second Circuit rested its decision
on its statutory findings and noted that the legislative branch is
“better positioned than the courts . . . to pass judgment on the value
of the telephone metadata program as a counterterrorism tool.”\textsuperscript{180}
Yet, importantly, in its motion filed with the FISC days after the
passage of the USA FREEDOM Act, the DOJ argued that the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit opinion in \textit{Clapper} is not
binding on the FISC.\textsuperscript{181} The government argued that “[the FISA]
Court’s analysis of Section 215 reflects the better interpretation of the
statute” and called on the court to continue to apply it.\textsuperscript{182} Only one
judge in one federal court, Judge Leon in the District Court of
Washington, D.C., held that bulk metadata collection posed a
violation of the Fourth Amendment.\textsuperscript{183}

The circuit split stems from diametrically opposing views of
whether bulk metadata collection is protected by the Fourth

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{176} Experts increasingly describe big data surveillance in architectural terms. See, e.g., B\textsc{ruce} S\textsc{chneier}, \textsc{data and goliath: the hidden battles to collect your data and control your world 48} (2015) (“This has evolved into a shockingly extensive, robust, and profitable surveillance architecture.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{177} “[The National Archives, Information Security Oversight Office] has studied how much the federal government spends just to keep secrets secret. The price tag: $10 billion a year.” D\textsc{ana} P\textsc{riest} & W\textsc{illiam M. Arkin}, \textsc{top secret america: the rise of the new american security state 24} (2011). “The budget [for intelligence] had been estimated to be $75 billion a year, which did not include all the military’s spending on counterterrorism and intelligence.” \textit{Id.} at 103.
  \item \textsuperscript{178} 785 F.3d 787 (2d Cir. 2015).
  \item \textsuperscript{179} \textit{Id.} at 821–23 (referring to Fourth Amendment jurisprudence leading up to, and including, \textit{United States v. Jones}, 565 U.S. 400 (2012)).
  \item \textsuperscript{180} \textit{Id.} at 824.
  \item \textsuperscript{181} Memorandum of Law, \textit{supra} note 169, at 7; see also Spencer Ackerman, \textsc{obama lawyers asked secret court to ignore public court’s decision on spying}, GUARDIAN (June 9, 2015, 7:00 AM), http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/09/obama-fisa-court-surveillance-phone-records [https://perma.cc/7ST9-J7HE].
  \item \textsuperscript{182} Memorandum of Law, \textit{supra} note 169, at 7.
  \item \textsuperscript{183} Klayman \textit{v. Obama}, 957 F. Supp. 2d 1, 32 (D.D.C. 2013), rev’d on other grounds, 800 F.3d 599 (D.C. Cir. 2015).
\end{itemize}
Amendment and whether the third-party doctrine controls such collection. The core of the third-party doctrine, established in Smith v. Maryland, is that an individual lacks a subjective expectation of privacy in data shared with a third party—which in this case is the telephone provider. In the Southern District of New York, Judge Pauley determined that the third-party doctrine eliminated the possibility of a Fourth Amendment violation because customers shared their telephony metadata with a third party—Verizon—thus, there was no reasonable expectation of privacy in the metadata. As noted above, the Second Circuit reversed Judge Pauley’s decision on appeal, but only by avoiding the constitutional issue and deciding the case on statutory grounds.

Judge Leon chose to confront the constitutional issue, finding that the third-party doctrine from Smith v. Maryland was not controlling. Katz v. United States requires a two-step analysis: beginning with the question of whether the individual had a reasonable expectation of privacy, one then moves to the question of whether society would ratify that expectation as reasonable. Under this test, an individual seemingly could not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in the metadata from her telephone because the data had been shared with a third party, the telephone company; therefore, the bulk telephony metadata program would not be unconstitutional. But Judge Leon contended that such a result would be unreasonable and contrary to the spirit of Katz, arguing that the technological changes “have resulted in a greater expectation of privacy and a recognition that society views that expectation as reasonable.” His decision, while bold, ultimately was overturned by the D.C. Circuit: based on standing concerns, that court vacated the preliminary injunction that the district court had granted.

---

185.  Id. at 743–44.
186.  Id.
188.  See supra notes 178–80 and accompanying text (discussing the Second Circuit’s opinion).
190.  Id. at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring) (clearly outlining the twofold test).
191.  Id.
192.  Obama v. Klayman, 800 F.3d 559, 563 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (explaining that “the facts marshaled by plaintiffs do not fully establish that their own metadata was ever collected”).
CONCLUSION

The USA FREEDOM Act is a significant legislative accomplishment, reflecting an impressive bipartisan effort. The clear intent of the USA FREEDOM Act is to impose meaningful limits on bulk metadata collection. The extent to which it will succeed is an open question, but the law has included important oversight protections. Because the FISC operates in a shroud of secrecy, the USA FREEDOM Act is an accomplishment in that it both increases transparency measures and implements additional accountability measures. By allowing for the declassification of certain FISC opinions, the USA FREEDOM Act may increase the chance that the public can understand how the FISC is interpreting the USA FREEDOM Act. The USA FREEDOM Act allows for public reporting by service provider companies, therefore, theoretically, significant increases in collection may be reported by the private sector. The USA FREEDOM Act also reflects structural changes to how the FISC operates. It allows for the appointment of amicus curiae to represent alternative perspectives to the court. Further, under the Section 215 program, bulk metadata collection was authorized by the FISC as a wholesale program, however, queries of the data were not court-approved. Under the USA FREEDOM Act, queries now are subject to FISC approval.

The reforms to Section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act, which was used to justify the bulk telephony metadata collection program revealed by the Snowden disclosures, appear to apply to the government as a whole, not just the NSA; and arguably, the text of the law on its face could be read to apply to the collection of all records—not just metadata or even telephony metadata. The law also attempts to limit potential bulk collection under the Pen Register, or Trap and Trace, authority and national security letters.193

Yet, bulk metadata collection is largely under-regulated by the current federal legislative scheme governing U.S. surveillance activities. The USA FREEDOM Act’s “specific selection term”

requirement could be interpreted broadly;\textsuperscript{194} the definition of a query could be expanded;\textsuperscript{195} “incidental” collection could still sweep in metadata collection in bulk;\textsuperscript{196} and limiting the collection to two “hops” means potentially millions of “call detail records” can still be collected under the Act.\textsuperscript{197} U.S. federal courts appear to be conflicted about how to treat metadata collection under the federal scheme that is intended to subject it to proper oversight. Moreover, it is unclear how metadata surveillance falls within the preexisting Fourth Amendment jurisprudence of the U.S. Constitution. In implementing the USA FREEDOM Act, the FISC has declined to follow, for example, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit’s opinion in

\textit{Clapper}, and suggested that it is awaiting resolution of the issue of the constitutionality of metadata surveillance by the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{198}

\textsuperscript{194} See, e.g., Reitman, \textit{supra} note 153 (“[T]he specific selection term is the basis for the query that the government uses when it collects records. A broad selection term (‘People in California’ or ‘People with Verizon phones’) would mean massive record collection, but carefully constructed and defined specific selection terms would strictly limit the collection.”).


\textsuperscript{197} See, e.g., \textit{supra} notes 146–50 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{198} See \textit{In re Application of the FBI for an Order Requiring the Prod. of Tangible Things}, No. BR 15-75, 2015 WL 5637562, at *7 (FISA Ct. June 29, 2015) (stating that the Second Circuit’s ruling is not binding on the FISC; Order declining to follow Second Circuit approach).

The Court is aware that, prior to enactment of the USA FREEDOM Act, the Second Circuit in \textit{Clapper} rejected the government’s arguments that the call detail records acquired under the NSA program were relevant to an authorized investigation other than a threat assessment as required by section 501(b)(2)(A) and (c)(1) of FISA. However, Second Circuit rulings are not binding on the FISC, and this Court respectfully disagrees with that Court’s analysis, especially in view of the intervening enactment of the USA FREEDOM Act. As Judge Eagan stated: “Taken together, the [section 501] provisions are designed to permit the government wide latitude to seek the information it needs to meet its national security responsibilities, but only in combination with specific procedures for the protection of U.S. person information that are tailored to the production and with an opportunity for the authorization to be challenged.

Finally, there is no conclusive evidence thus far that bulk metadata collection—bulk telephony or non-telephony metadata such as bulk biometric data collection or bulk biometric metadata collection—is efficacious. 199 Consequently, an assessment of the efficacy of these rapidly emerging metadata collection methods should become integral to any future statutory reform, and future oversight and compliance reform efforts. 200 Efficacy determinations can also serve an important role in an evolution of the constitutional inquiry under the Fourth Amendment. 201 Even with passage of the USA FREEDOM Act, metadata surveillance is likely to continue to proceed under-regulated until the courts resolve the constitutionality of newly emerging methods of metadata surveillance and bulk metadata collection. Consequently, the cybersurveillance potential of smart body cameras or smart glasses worn by law enforcement offers an important case study for understanding how the USA FREEDOM Act is unable to regulate bulk biometric data collection of bulk biometric metadata collection.

“[w]hether the warrantless seizure and search of historical cell phone records revealing the location and movements of a cell phone user over the course of 127 days is permitted by the Fourth Amendment.” Petition for a Writ of Certiorari at 10–11, Carpenter, 819 F.3d 880 (No. 16-402).

199. See PRIVACY & CIVIL LIBERTIES OVERSIGHT BD., supra note 39, at 11 (“Based on the information provided to the Board, including classified briefings and documentation, we have not identified a single instance involving a threat to the United States in which the program made a concrete difference in the outcome of a counterterrorism investigation.”).

200. See generally Hu, supra note 102, at 786 (explaining why a scientific critique “may aid in assessing the efficacy of big data-driven national security policymaking”).

201. See id. at 808–16 (analyzing relevant case law and explaining how better understanding the efficacy of these programs may affect Fourth Amendment concerns in this area).